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Chapter4- Clothes
Q1. Match the following: -

(3)

I) bright and colourful clothes

cocoon

II) sheep

to school

III) cotton plant

winter season

IV) uniform

wool

V) woollen clothes

festivals

VI silkworm

cotton fibre

Q2.Fill in the blanks:

(3)

I) __________ fibre is obtained from sheep.(wool/silk)
II) _________ is a soft and shiny manmade fibre.(nylon/ cotton)
III) Uniforms are _____________ clothes . (special/ usual)
iv) We carry ___________ during the rainy season .(umbrellas/bucket)
v) Light , cotton clothes keep the body_______. (cool/warm)
vi) We wear _________ clothes in summer season. (cotton / woollen)
Q3. Put (True) for correct statement and (False) for incorrect statement: I Wild animals wear clothes.

________________

II) Thick, woollen clothes keep us warm during winter.

_________________

III) Everyday, we wear raincoats to school.

________________

IV) Silk is a cheap fabric.

________________

(3)

V) Ironing is done to smoothen out the wrinkles in clothes. ______________VI) We wear loose and comfortable clothes during festivals. _______________
Q5.Tick the correct option:
I) Cotton is:

(5)

a) light

b)cool c) breathable d) all of these

II) Artists such as magicians and actors wear ___________
a) costumes

b) uniforms c) clothes

III) Which of these is a synthetic fibre?
a) cotton

b) rayon

c) wool

d) silk

IV) Thick woollen clothes keep us warm in __________.
a) summer

b) rainy season c) winter

d) school

v) Which of the following can protect clothes while in storage?
a) naphthalene balls b) neem leaves c) boric acid d) all of these
Q6 Identify the person according to their clothes:

a)______________

b)_____________

(2)

c)______________

d)_____________

Q7 Answer the following question:
I) When do people wear uniforms ?

(2)

________________________________________________________________
II) How can you take care of your clothes ?

(2)

________________________________________________________________
III) What are some rules of dressing up well?

(2)

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
IV) Why do we need to wear clothes?

(3)

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

